Versita is the Polish publishing house. We publish journals in Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Medicine etc. Since 2006 we are co-publishing partner of Springer Verlag Berlin Heidelberg. The goal of the Springer / Versita partnership is to support the global dissemination of Central and Eastern European research results. We are looking for

**on-line trainee**

Cooperation with our company serve on-line, intern works at home

We are searching for people:
- High-powered and well-organized
- With knowledge of English
- Always on dynamic internet
- With the knowledge internet environment

The workload cooperating people includes:
- Research work in the Internet – retrieval scientific data
- making databases (connected with mathematic, physic, chemistry, biology and medicine)

We offer:
- Cooperation in international project development
- Reconnaissance of publishing house activity specification
- Gaining experience and knowledge
- Working on independent and responsible position
- Reference letter

We do not offer financial profits.

Period of time: minimum 120 hours

Application:
- CV and covering letter in English
- Please send it at [rekrutacja@versita.com](mailto:rekrutacja@versita.com) with the subject “Online Internship”